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"The viewer needs to know thøt there is a Christian theology which goes deeper
than 'Iløllelujah, prøise the Lord! Fass the collection plate"' "
lìy LARRY BRADSHAW
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t's an intriguing question, isn't it? I mean, would
Jesus actually go on television, right there in

between the I'rn-a-Pepper spot and a steamy promo

for "Dallas?" And what sort of format would he

use? Would it be a straight, standup, Iook-'em-inthe-eye, Iaccoca trust-me spot, or a soft-sell LDS-like
pitch for strong families and listening to the kids? Or
would he opt for a PBS style, in-depth discussion of
the Christian and society, complete with three-piece
suits and cameo lighting?

On the one hand, by using television he could
reach millions with his message, but on the other
hand, his words would be sandwichecl in there
between the hype and huckstering of contemporary

TV.
T'he Medium

The history of religious broadcasting, or as some
it, "the electronic church," dates back
only about sixty years. In January, 192i, broadcast
pioneer KDKA in Pittsburgh, Pa., airecl the Sunday
have cailed

evening worship service

of the Calvary Episcopal

Church. Within a few months raelio preachers

hael

become one of the staples of the new medium's diet.

Most early attempts were little more than placing a
microphone in front of the preacher ancl the chureh
choir.
l..arry llradsharv is Chairura¡r of the Dcpartnrent of Cotnmunicative Arts &
Scie¡rccs, Ëastern Nerv Mcxico Unitcrsity, Portalcs.

The first non-denominational religious broadcast
was heard on WOW radio in Omaha, Neb., when the

station signed on the air in April of 1923. The
minister, R.R. Brown, had no intention of starting a
regular program, but at the close of his broadcast an
excited, out-of-breath man met hirn at the studio
door. He had run several blocks to the studio to tell
the minister that the message had brought him under
conviction of the Holy Spirit, and that he had
accepted Christ. R.R. Brown reportedly shouted with
joy, "Hallelujah! Unction can be transmitted!"
The early pioneers of Christian radio included
Walter A. Maier of "The Lutheran Hour," Charles
E. Fuller of "The Old-Fashioned Revival Hour,"
Theodore Epp of "lJack to the Bible," H.M.S.
Richards, Sr. of "The Voice of Prophecy," and Paul
Myers of "Haven of Rest." The president of the
National Religious Broadcasters, Ben Armstrong, in
his book The Electric Church says:
These early builders of the electric church
shared a colrmon passion to carry the message

of the gospel to as many people as possible by

the most effective Ineans available. They
recognized radio as

an instrument of God,

brought into being by His hancl to tell all the
people of His reconciling love in Jesus Christ.
While each program speaker had his own way
of expressing the message, all stressed the basie
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doctrines of the traditional Christian faith and
stood fast against modern aberrations.
Some of the radio preachers were not satisfìed with

attacking the liberal theologians and extended their
assault into the political arena. Father Charles E.
Coughlin, Rev. Carl Mclntire, and more recently the
Rev. Billy James Hargis mixed in a healthy dose of
ultra-right politics with the good news.
With few exceptions the first radio preachers were
evangelicals. Traditional mainline chnrches were
slow to get on the airwave bandwagon. The Federal
Council of Churches, however, did sponsor one of
the first network religious broadcasl.s, "The National

Radio Pulpit." Over the years well-known and
theologically liberal ministers featured on "The
National Radio Pulpit" have included Harry
Emerson Þ-osdick, Ralph W. Sockman, and

'Iheodore Parker Ferris.

Following World War II, the availability of war
surplus short-wave radio equipment made it possible

"The Church of the Airwøves

well. Nearly one-hølf

ís doing quíte

of all Americans

w&tch or l¡sten to ø religious broødcøst once
ø week, ønd that ís considerably more than
the number who attend church."
to take the gospel to the whole world. Powerful
transmitters were set up to broadcast the gospel to
every continent. But already a new medium was

emerging which was destined to revolutionize the
electronic church.
The growth of television was phenomenal. While
only one out of ten families owned a television set in
1950, in just ten years the figure was nine out of ten
families.
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen appeared almost every
week for sixteen years, starting in 1950, with a witty
monologue showing the relevance of Catholicism to
the contemporary worlcl. More than anyone else, he
showed that prime-time religion would work and that
the electronic church need not be restricted to the
Sunday Morning Revival Hour.
Oral Roberts was one of the first to recognize the
power of television. He aired a weekly multi-camera
film of his healing crusades. His early attempts look
pretty amateurish, however, when compared to the
slick, fast-paced, high-tech shows which Roberts airs
today.
The fifties also saw some innovative Christian

with programs like "This is the Life"
trom the Lutlrerans, and "Faith for Today" from
the Adventists. 'Ihese programs used drama and
avoided the preachy, churchy trappings which

television

eharacterized many raclio and television programs.
C)ne of the most successful radio anel tele'o'ision
ministries of all time began in the fifties. "The Hour
of Decision" made Billy Craham a household name

and led to his becoming an advisor to

several

presidents. Craham once observed that he attributed
4

". . not only to the power
of the Holy Spirit but to the fact that the

the success of his ministry

broadcasting media have been open to us. I believe
one of the greatest factors in the religious resurgence
in this country has been the impact of religious radio
ancl television.

"

Once again changes in technology are shaping the

future of the electronic church. The development of
satellite communication has made it possible for
religious broadcasters to reach large numbers with
relatively low costs.

Ratings services suggest that the Church of the
Airwaves is doing quite well. Nearly one-half of all
Americans watch or listen to a religious broadcast
once a week, and that is considerably more than the

number who attend church. The Christian
Broadcasting Network, the first to utilize satellite
communication, is now seen in 1700 cities each day
live . More ¡:eople watch Pat Robertson and "The 700

Club" than watch Johnny Carson. The

popular

Christian singer Dallas Holm held a concert near my
home town last year. He had just returned from
Virginia Beach, Va., where he had recorded several
songs for use on the "Ross Bagley Show," a kind of
video Christian top-40 show. I asked him if exposure
on that program helped hirn sell records. "You bet

it

does," he replied. "Forty million people watch that
show every day."

Pat Robertson is one of the new breed of television
and
sophisticated, he projects a different irnage from that
of many of the video ministers. The set, the music,
the topies of conversation all suggest a contemporary
ministry for today's generation. The program, unlike

evangelists. Handsome, intelligent,

so many religious broadcasts, does not appear
Southern, rural, or old-fashioned. A Washington
Posl columnist, Dick Dabney, writing in Harper's

compared "The 700 Club" favorably to many other
Christian talk-shows, He said,

I like the new version of his show better than I
did the old one. Before, there had been more of

the smirking, patronizing, positive-thinking
industrial Christian madonnas huckstering

books on how to live; yowling, wet-eyed slime
balladeers who'd sought to be inspirational;
ancl the occasional psychotic missionary from

Borneo

or Cincinnati who claimed to

have

personally raised a thousand people from the
dead or to have stopped an oncoming typhoon

by prayer.

.There were fewer of those
Dacron Christian insurance salesmen coming
on to tell about how Jesus had got them that
extra-pink Cadillac. . . .
Rotrertson's dream is a fourtir network with a variety

of Christian shows including entertainment,

news,

and sports programming. I{e has already launched a
Christian soap opera, "Another Life," which
presurnably will shorv the relevance of Christianity to
contemporary problems.
One of R"obertson's early ¡rroducers, Jim Bakker,

.1ULv,

left CBN and formed his own satellite network, PTL.
Headquartered out of Charlotte, North Carolina,

"The PTL Club" is broadcast on more stations than
ABC and is seen on many cable systems. PTL lacks
the sophistication of "The 700 Club." The program
is more Southern in appearance, with a less educated
and less affluent target audience. It has been
described as a kind of religious "Hee-Haw. "
The 1980's will see a continuation of the expansion
of Christian broadcasting. There are already more
than 1400 Christian radio stations and fifty Christian
television stations. The opening up of low-power
VHF stations will allow hundreds more to begin
broadcasting in cities all across the country.
The Packaging

Clearly the technology

for

communicating the

good news is here. But what about the content? How
should the gospel be "packaged" in order to have
maximum impact on an increasingly secular world?
Many of the video evangelists are turning to a
theory advocated by Søren Kierkegaard more than a

century ago. He advocated using ' 'indirect
communication." He suggested avoiding the
religious language, the churchy phrases, because they
only turn people off. One of the first to recognize this
and apply it to the mass media was Oral Roberts.
Roberts has been quoted as saying that more people
read the sports page than read the Bible. He has
made use of sports and entertainment in order to get
the attention of the viewer, and he has been quite
successful.

For one year I was a Visiting Assistant Professor
Communication at Oral Roberts University.
During that time I had opportunity to view first-hand
how one of the Oral Roberts' prime-time specials was
put together. You heard about the tapings through
the campus grapevine. There was never any publicity,
and yet the Mabee Center was always packed. Built
on the corner of the gleaming futuristic blue, white,

of

"The tryarm, late-evening Oklahoma sun
shot gleøming reflections off the goldcapped buildings forming ü størburst effect
when it hit the cross-hatch filter on the RCA
TK-76 camera."
and gold campus in Tulsa, the Mabee Center became

the world's largest television studio. It could seat
17,000 when configured for a convention or a sports
event, but only about 3,000 seats were available for a
tapìng of one of the specials.
Some said each show cost over a million dollars,
and it wasn't hard to believe. Hollywood's top cleanliving stars were booked in, including Burl lves, Pat

Boone, Roy Clark, and Johnny Cash, Oral even
featured Jerry Lewis, who had no discernible ties to
the Christian side of the .Iudeo-Christian faith.
The specials were done "live-on-tape," and one
could not help but be impressed with the production
values. The shows looked as good as any NBC

1981

special. And no wonder. Oral imported some of the
same people who worked at NBC on some of his
early hour specials.

Following the audience warm-up, Oral

was

introduced to a great round of applause. He spoke
briefly with the audience and stressed that the real
purpose of the program was not to entertain but to
reach the more than 50 million people who would
watch, with the gospel.
The opening, which had been pre-taped, rolled and

could be seen on monitors in the studio audience.
Color bars, fade to black, dissolve up to opening
video, drum roll, cuê announce. The video was shot
from a Bell Jet Ranger making a high-speed, superlow pass over the Arkansas river. Suddenly the
helicopter swooped up over a clump of trees with a
spectacular shot of the ORU campus. The warm,
late-evening Oklahoma sun shot gleaming reflections

off the gold-capped buildings forming a starburst

effect when it hit the cross-hatch filter on the RCA
TK-76 camera. The powerful voice of the NBC staff
announcer, Donald Rickle, intoned, "From Tulsa,

Oklahoma, the Oral Roberts Evangelistic

Association presents. ." It was as slick as any
top-10 market Action News open.
It was a seven camera production. And although
you enjoyed the guest stars, nothing could top
Richard and Patty. Richard would sing "The Church
Triumphant" or "My Tribute," and it was fhe best
you ever heard. And there I was fighting back the
tears as Patty sang "Amazing Grace" in a darkened
studio with one spot light and one camera, head on.

Oral's message was simple and direct. He talked
about his own experiences growing up in Oklahoma.
"The poor people called us poor," he said. But there
he was in his $500 Brioni pale-blue suit talking to 50
million Americans about Jesus.
An Assessment
I have mixed views about religious broadcasting.
First, I do not like the term "the electronic church."
It isn't a church. There's no real involvement, no
fellowship possible between a person and a radio or
television receiver. It's an electronic non-church. It
may be the greatest communication device, the best
baby sitter, the most fantastic teaching machine ever
developed. But it's not a church.
Second, the almost complete domination of the
religious airwaves by charismatics gives the viewer an

entirely false view of the breadth of Christianity.
This is the fault, I believe, of the non-charismatic
Christians who have been slow to recognize the
potential of religious mass media. The viewer needs
to know that there is a Christian theology which goes
deeper than "Hallelujah, praise the Lord! Pass the
collection plate.

"

Third, it bothers me that so much of what we see in
religious broadcasting is airned at the upwardly
mobile, white, middle class. As Virginia Owens said
in her book, The Total Image: Or Selling Jesus in the
Modern,4ge; Christians "are universally pictured as
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successful, svelte, and integrated. Our current
of both evangelism and edification are
borrowed from image advertising. The meek, the
misfit, the poor in spirit, the suff'ering servant are not

notions

allowed inside the picture."

Fourth, I am concerned with the issue of finance. I

am uncomfortable with the constant pleas for
money. I know that television is expensive, but I

cannot imagine Jesus announcing gift offer number
fifty-four, "Five of my latest albums for a gift of
$25," or "I'll send you this beautiful Bible for a gift
of $120." In fairness, however, it should be pointed
out that none of the current crop of video evangelists
spends as much time asking for money as ABC,

NBC, or CBS spend each hour in selling products.
But back to the original question. Would Jesus go
on TV? Of course I don't know, but I suspect that he
would not. Malcolm Muggeridge says that Jesus
would refuse to go on television for the same reason
he turned down Satan's offer of power. Virginia
Owens says, "If he refused to turn stones into bread
in order to attract followers, he would refuse also the
manipulation of men's minds by the media. "
Although Jesus might not go on television, it may
be an altogether different question to ask, "Should
Christians go on TV?" We must keep pace with
changes in technology which allow us to tell the old,
olcl story in ever*changing, new

ways.
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WORSHIP
ATTHE GLASS

PAI rCE
By KATHY J. PULLEY

Last night I dreamed I died and went to heaven
. . . .sitting at His left hand was an evocation of
Billy Graham, whom He loved well. And at His
right hand sat a silver-haired man in ministerial
raiment. And God said to this man, "Into thy
hands, Robert Schuller, I commend My Spirit.
Go ye and preach the Gospel to all stations. And
don't come back to heaven until you're pulling

with a 32 share."
John Mariani, Saturday Review

a 22 Nielson

-

February 3,1979,p.22.

Iter spending Sunday morning in the

newly

in Garden
why Robert

opened Crystal Cathedral Church

Grove, California,

I

understand

Schuller's church is pulling at least a "22" in the
weekly Nielson ratings: the live performance greatly
surpasses even the televised version.

We arrived in Garden Crove thirty-five minutes

After taking the Chapman Street exit we were soon in
the midst of a traffic rush and realized policemen
were on the scene directing the crowds as they poured

in and out of the Cathedral.
We parked the car several blocks away and
proceeded to take our place in line. The majesty of
the grounds was quite apparent as we drew near.
Later, Schuller would refer to the grounds as a

"campus," and that was truly the case. The
Cathedral occupied the center of the acreage and on
one side stood the fourteen story Tower of Hope
Complex. On another side was the parking lot which
had speakers (similar in looks to yard lights)
scattered throughout the rows for the "drive-in"
church members. There were other buildings * a
bookstore and educational facilities
- but none
compared with Philip Johnson's contemporary feat:
the Cathedral itself.

Kathy J. Pulley is a Youth Specialist for the Missouri Division ol Youth
Se¡vices and a supply instructor in the DepartnÌent ol Religious Studies,

As we entered the Cathedral we were impressed
immediately with this great monument. Those first
impressions exceed words: spectaeular, beautiful,

Southrvest Missouri State University, Springfield.

awesome.

before the I I : I 5 service and the streets were deserted.

6

A

spectacle comparable

to what? I'm not

JUI.1"

sure

maybe a hangar at the Cape Canaveral Space

- or perhaps Houston's Astrodome. It has a
Center,
three-dimensional effect, built in the shape of a star,
Crystal Cathedral correctly takes its name from the
10,000 panes of glass which completely enclose the
facility. The space-frame trusses are painted white
which makes the structure extremely light and creates
an immediate warmth. The altar, at least fifty feet
long, is made of beautiful rosso-alicanle marble from
Spain. As we approached the center aisle to take our
seats on the second row, we noticed small fountains
which lined the aisle.
By now it was l1:05. Along with many others, we
were seated by uniformed ushers and usherettes. Still
others were taking pictures or talking to one another
about the building. We spotted the network's camera
section in the back of one of the balconies. At ll:10
the noise was silenced as a voice came forth from the
built-in microphones on the carpet-backed pews, The

unknown voice simply welcomed us and invited us
back for other services, comparable to typical
announcements at any church but distinct because it
was totally electronic, similar to George Burns' voice
in "Oh, God."
Promptly at ll:15 the actual service dramatically

began. Simultaneously the organ

sharply

reverberated and the choir bellowed out in response.
The fountains shot over ten feet in the air, Schuller
walked heavily and rapidly toward one wall, and
adding to the drama, the walls parted! (We soon
realized these apparent walls were actually the

famous ninety-foot doors.) The cold Pacific winds
rushed in and Schuller stood with arms uplifted
toward the heavens. (In warmer months the doors are
left open during the service so that those attending
the drive-in may see Schuller.) I'm not sure whether it
was the frigid winds or the experience that brought
chills, goose bumps, and opened-mouths to the
crowd. Whatever the reason, we were awestruck and
totally taken in by the moment. Needless to say,

1981

professionally, a couple of testimonies were given,
and a children's ensemble sang, "I Will Build My
Church.

" Everyone

who participate d seemed capable

of performing on any network variety show: talent,
confidence, and wealth were obvious.
It was time for Schuller to speak. In the handout
the sermon was entitled "Strive To Arrive" but the
more outstanding motif was "When The Bird Sings"
(Song of Solomon 2:12). Schuller was making the
analogy that throughout the ages, and in

contemporary times, the

bird singing

symbolizes

good and happy times, and in his list of experiences
which brought God's blessings he included the 1981
Presidential Inauguration. Overall, the content of the
message predictably took the "positive thinking"
approach, but the style was unique.

Schuller demonstrated his perfect command of
rhetorical devices. He used eight or ten voice
inflections and numerous facial expressions, he
varied the pace of his steps, and he used an assortment of finger, hand, and arm gestures. When it was
over he had held our attention for twenty-five
minutes. He closed with a passing allusion to
accepting Jesus. The choir sang, Schuller vanished
behind the marble, and

it

was over; ninety minutes

had passed.
We chose not

to take one of the organized tours
following the service and opted instead for briefly
browsing around on our own. The members were
extremely helpful and proud. They were joyously
awaiting the arrival of their new, million-dollar, 120pipe organ, which was being donated by one
individual. \ùy'e toured the bookstore and bought only
postcards of Schuller and the Cathedral, passing by
such paraphernalia as Schuller books, T-shirts, and
commemorative Schuller plates selling for forty
dollars each.
The crowds had cleared as we made the long walk

back to the car. Driving away we took one final

à

glance at Johnson's lavish architectural achievement.
rWhere else but here is it so appropriate to go forth
and strive, through positive thinking, to arrive af as
much success as possible?

somewhat routine agenda. Two solos were sung very

/*î1$ffi,

Schuller and company had
throughout the service,

our utmost attention

This dramatic opening was followed by

Llide it under a bushel? Næf
Instead, share Mission Journal with a t'riend. Use
the enclosed card in the center of this issue, and
we will see to it that your friend receiues a sarnple
copy and an inuítation to subscribe.
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"He Spoke As One
HavinE Authority".

.t

The Bill Gothard Senrinars
ByMICHAELHALL

ff

ecently my wife and I took part in Bill Gothard's

l\seminar, "Institute in Basic Youth Conflicts,"

now in it's fifteenth year. It was the fourth year the
seminar has been held in St. Louis. Today the

Institute is a muliti-million dollar, nonprofit operation with headquarters on a 200-acre property
outside of Chicago. A seminar lasts six days, costs
$45 per person, and draws between five and ten
thousand people, although a great many of these are
alumni who repeat without additional cost.
By and large the content of the presentation is
excellent. Gothard preaches about common conflicts

in relationships, peer pressure, bitterness, low selfesteem, forgiveness, overcoming irritations,
developing friendships, respecting authority, overcoming lust, and learning to love.

The Institute consists

of

thirty-two hours of

lecturing by Gothard who uses an overhead projector
to cover dozens of charts and diagrams he developed

from chalk talks with teens. Although he never
it, the messages are basically Christian

acknowledges

psychology lessons couched in King James language.
The preaching is very fundamental, Bible centered,
and for the most part psychologically sound.
But
- at the seminar I attended, Gothard utilized
a multitude of methods which seemed to manipulate

his audience and subtly set up an authoritative
atmosphere which was incredibly overwhelming.

That authoritarianism permeates the sfructure,
of the Gothard Seminars isn't
really news to anyboely. Gnthard is an authoritative
type preacher and preaches a "chain of authority."
message, and impact

That did not surprise me and does not bother me. But
Michael Hall ministers to the Good News Christian Fellowship, an inner"city
community of believers in St. Louis, Missouri.

tt

I

was bothered by the cumulative effect

seemed

to be

of

what

psychologically manipulative

techniques.

of videotapes. Out of fifty six
in 1980, Gothard was scheduled
to appear in person at only three of them. For the
Consider his use

seminars scheduled

rest, as the one I attended, he conducted the teaching
via videotape. Was this effective? yes, emphatically,
yes

!

a bit too effective. As I sat in the
darkened theatre, the preacher before me was
approximately seven to ten times larger than life.
This powerfully magnified image intensified his
personality and authority. Add to this the fact that
the auditorium was jammed to capacity, that the
auditorium was darkened which made reading and
writing very uncomfortable, and that thousands of
people were eagerly and quickty writing down every
word that flashed across the thirty foot screen .
and the dynamic of mass psychology inevitably
determined much of what transpired.
The emotional atmosphere set by these factors
seemed to create the illusion thaf everything stated
was somehow more vitally important than anything
any of us had ever heard before. This was intensified
by the sound of frantic writing and the faster-thanwriteable overhead projection of the material. I was
impressed with the dramatic effect. I sensed at times
that Gothard was about to divulge some marvelous
"secret" that contained some exclusive information
that I had never known before. The most frequent
expression I heard from the people who sat nearby
was, "I'll never understand all of this material and it
will take years to digest ii." They were impressed,
too!
Perhaps,

JUI-v,

Equally overwhelming was Gothard's

overt

teaching about authority. Everybody, he said, is
under "a chain of authority," and God blesses and
deals with people only through that chain. The
conclusion was that we must be completely obedient
and submisslve to our authority lest we resist God's
grace and cause him to have to bring out his tools of
correction (e.g. financial failure, problems, conflicts,

etc.). One can "appeal" if his authority tells him to
do something wrong, but the impact of the message
seemed to leave everyone shaken about the serious
mistake of "an independent spirit." Gothard
equated an independent spirit with "witchcraft and
rebellion" and warned that such a spirit opens the
door for satanic oppression!
I checked the seminar book I later received to see if
I had gotten the wrong impression. But it likewise

an immense section on authority,
discipline, and the rod of chastisement, all making
clear to us that an independent manner of thinking
is abhorrent. The following is a case in point.
contained

An independent spirit is the basis of disloyalty.
(p.34)
Or again,

Authority

is like an "umbrella

of protection" and

when we get out from under it, we expose ourselves to unnecessary temptations which are too
strong for us to overcome. This is why Scripture
compares rebellion and witchcraft. (p. 20)

Further enforcing the authoritarian structure Ìvas
Gothard's seeming use of scare tactics. To say that he
played upon our basic insecurities by ridiculing the
"independent spirit" and by issuing warnings against
the American government (which he affirmed was on
the verge of initiating persecution) is stating it mildly.
We were told that the American judicial system
militantly searches for believers, who so much as slap

their children's hands, to use as

eases

of child abuse"

Effective? The dramatic effect could be measured by
the thousands who sighed in unison and groaned at
the elangers they now faced in this eountry!
After the first session, I began noticing how
frequent and intense the scare tactics seemed to be,
and that they appeared to be woven into lhe very
fabric of his preaching.
In his discussion of "humanism," Gothard
neglected to define his term or to delineate the fact
that there are many kinds of humanisms. Instead, he
plunged quickly into a denouncement of humanism
in American culture. He assumed that everyone
simply knew that humanism is a godless, atheistic
movement dedicated to eradicating Christianity from
American life. The impact was successful. Animosity
clearly was aroused against this monolithic, sinister,
and demonish philosophy. I sensed in myself a
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righteous indignation against the evils he enumerated
and had to remind myself that there is more than one

kind of "humanism," and that mere concern for
human dignity and welfare was not what he was
railing against.
To substantiate everything, Gothard utilized
hundreds of Bible verses. But after the second day I
began noticing a lopsided dimension of his biblical
usage. When he talked about authority, discipline,
and unquestioning submission, his stories and
commandments came almost entirely from the Old
Testament. Eventually, he made this pronouncement:
The American government is under God's direct

control and word just as was the

theocratic

government of ancient Israel. "We can legislate
morals and we should," he announced, calling for
strict legislation against sin. Period. Anything that
violated any part of the Christian moral code was
wrong and should be made illegal. I wondered how

pluralism

in

America could survive under

such

circumstances. Should we also create an inquisition
to punish evil doers? Bill Gothard warned that

America would be judged by God as Israel was
judged, if we allow immorality to have legal
sanction. "We must arise!"

When his use of scripture caught my attention, I
began noticing how often he seemed to pluck verses
out of context and to use them in arbitrary ways.
That kind of handling of the biblical text used to be

called "proof-texting" and was considered

a

dishonest approach.

if Gothard "proof-texted" from the Bible,
grasp of the Bible, that impression was
But

giving the impression of an absolute knowledge and

by his usual failure to qualify his
judgments with an "in my opinion" or "my study has
lead me to believe" or "evangelical scholars such as
complemented

so-and-so think

.

."

Rather, "he spoke as one

having authority:" i.e. his knowledge seemed direct
and inherent. He needed to learn from no man.
The impression was impressive. Gothard seemed
so informed, so sure of himself, so convinced, scl
unconditionally assured . . . why, it would be absurd
for any of us to question such authoritative
knowledge!

In the twentieth

century, there has been

an

immense amount of literature from psychologists,
philosophers, and theologians underlining the basic
insecurity of man and his innate fear of freedom.

(Cf. Eric Fromm,

Escøpe From Freedon; Earnest
Becker, Denial of Death.) We know that people must
be rooted in a solid, secure identity in order to

withstand freedom. Consequently, fears and
insecurities tencl to intensify the need for an authority
who can authoritatively solve all our problems and

tell us what to believe. Gothard's dogmatism, it
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seemed

to me, underscored his own authority rather

than encouraging men and women to discover freedom

in Christ.

Other dimensions of the Gothard presentation
included videotaped prayers, a simplistic workbook
that was to be filled out nightly (though a seminar
book with all the notes would be distributed after the
fifth day), constant reminders that we could not
understand all this material and needed to return as
alumni to grasp even deeper levels, and a definition
of grace as

6nthe

desire and power to do God's

will."

All these factors together produced a strongly
authoritarian atmosphere. The size of the videotape,
the seeming scare tactics, the apparent play upon

insecurities, the unqualified presentation of
information, the passive role of his assistants, the
dynamics of mass psychology, even the structure of
the sessions themselves made Gothard's authority
apparent on every hand. Where in all of this, I
wondered, was the Lord Jesus Christ and his gospel
of grace and freedom?
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Oral Roberts
and the 900-Foot Jesus
lnvestigating the Credibility of a
Claim f rom the Oral Tradition

"Our credibility is tested to the breøking point by reports of a 300-yørd

Jesus,
whereüs a 300-cubit Jesus belongs within that class of persons whose existence we
øre more likely to accept without serious dispute."
By ROBERT McAFEE BROWN

tTt he noted evangelist Dr. Oral Roberts recently

I

reported (a) that Jesus had appeared to him in a
vision at 7 p.m. on May 25, 1980, (b) that the vision

was "about 900 feet tall," (c) that he lifted the
unfinished hospital Dr. Roberts is building high in
the air, and (d) that he simultaneously pron-rised that
funds would be forthcoming to finish the structure.
This is an impressive series of assertions for a
single vision, even if based solely on what might be
called the Oral tradition, and they cover a wide range
on the verifiability/credibility scale. Ifem (d), for
example, seems beyond dispute, since after communicating the content of this vision to his foilowers
by direct mail, Dr. Roberts received almost $5
million in donations, which works out to approximately $5,555.00 per foot of vision.
Item (c), that the hospital was lifted high in the air,
is less easy to verify, although certain indirect
evidenee may be persuasive to some. If, for example,
a mass of disconnecteel and mutilated plumbing has
been discovered on the ground floor of the partially
Robert McAfee lìrown is professor of theology and ethics at Pacific School
of Religion, Berkeley, California.
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finished building on the day after Dr. Roberts'
it could be argued that a sudden and
unplanned levitation had been responsible. If, subsequently, bills from a plumbing establishment were
received for "repairs to existing structure," this too
would suggest that there had been an unusual disturbance in the building's location, and levitation could
again be advanced as one among a number of
possible hypotheses to account for the unantieipated

vision,

repairs.

If, however, the pipes were plastic, it is conceivable that the extraordinary tensile strength of such
products might have enabled them to withstand the
sudden strain of being stretched beyond their original
length. Thus we cannot arbitrarily rule out the

possibility of levitation of the hospital complex, even
if its plastic pipes still hold water.

I
But all of this is to cavil. The really challenging
part of Dr. Roberts's vision is item (b), the 900-foot
Copyright l98l Clìristiân Century Foundation. I{eprintcd by pernrission
from the April 22, I98i issue of IÍe Chrisrian Cenlur.y.
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height attributed to the Jesus of the vision. Our
purpose in investigating this particular claim is not to
ask the crass question, "Did Dr. Roberts really see
Jesus?

" but to

explore the more interesting

1981

was similarly able to estimate the distance from
where he was standing to the top of the epiphanic
Jesus' head, then he could easily ascertain the
distance from the foot of the epiphanic Jesus to the
top of the head of same, which would be, in lay
language, his height. (See Figure l, titled "Epiphany
4," illustrating the well-known rule for right
triangles, viz. A'*82=C2, Ct-A':B', Ct-B':

A'.)

3. As a help in arriving at an estimate of the two

necessary distances from which the third distance
may be calculated, we must introduce a cultural factor

Fig. 1. Epiphany A.
epistemological question, "How did he know how
Jesus was?" How, in the midst of such an

tall

(or "manifestation"), did Dr. Roberts
ascertain the height of the one to whom we shall subsequently refer as the "epiphanic Jesus"?
Let us examine four possibilities:
epiphany

l

The most obvious disposition of the problem is
to assume that the epiphanic Jesus told him so: "1,
Jesus, now 900 feet tall, promise you, Oral, now six
feet one . . ." There are biblical references to Jesus'
height that provide a precedent for such discourse.
The evangelist Luke tells us that "Jesus increased in
. . . stature" (Luke 2:52), and Jesus himself, speculating in the subjunctive mode, says, "And I, if I be
[high and] lifted up from the earth . , ." (John 12:32),

although we must note in the name of academic
integrity that the v¿ords "high and" are missing from
some manuscripts. The latter verse, however, in its
amended form just noted, may have been present in
Dr. Roberts's subconscious mind, since the
Alexandrian School has uncovered a variant reading
that goes, "And I, if I be high and lift it up lslcl from
adding biblical verisimilitude
the earth . . ."
- thus
in Dr. Roberts's vision of (a) a
to the juxtaposition
tall Jesus (b) lifting an object up from the earth.
These theories, however, Iack the real linchpin of a
persuasive case, sharing as they do in the absence of
any reference to the crucial number "900," or, to be
really picky, any number at all.

II

2. Far more attractive, therefore, is a second
theory which posits that Dr. Roberts's estimated
height of the epiphanic Jesus was arrived aI by the
geometric device known as triangulation. If we know
the length of two sides of a right triangle, we can, by
squaring each number, arrive, with the help of a
simple mathematical formula, at the square of the

third side.

Thus,

if Dr. Roberts was able to estimate the

distance from where he was standing to the spot on
which the epiphanic .Iesus was standing, and if he

known as athletic transmutation. We need to
in overseeing the construction of a
huge hospital complex, Dr. Roberts is also the
founder and president of Oral Roberts University,
remember that

well-known for the prowess of its athletic teams. We
can assume that the president of such an institution is
well versed in the details of football, basketball and
baseball, not to mention field hockey and water polo.
Dr. Roberts would be well equipped, for example, to
estimate distances in terms of their relationship to the
length of a football field, known to be 100 yards, or
300 feet, in length.

Applying this information to the problem at hand,

let us assume that, confronted with the epiphanic
Jesus, Dr. Roberts cast his gaze horizontally along
the ground, and saw that the feet of the epiphanic
Jesus were, as he may well have said at the time,

:

:

( 400 yards
1,200 feet). He then cast his eyes skyward (or, as he
might prefer to say, "heavenward") and estimated
"about four football fields away"
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Fig.2. Epiphany B.
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,

the distance to the head of the epiphanic Jesus to be

"about five football fields away"

( = 500 yards :

1,500 feet).

Having satisfactorily completed these operations,

Dr. Roberts then had at his disposal all the information necessary to arrive at the length of lhe
remaining side of the triangle, which was, of course,
the height of the epiphanic Jesus. Using the basic
formula A2 + B'z : C2 (see Figure l, subtitled
"Epiphany A"), transposed in this case to fit the
data at his disposal, namely C'-A':B', Dr'
Roberts arrived at the following numerical transposition: (15@)'-(12@)' - B', or 2,250,@0-1,440,
11
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000 :B', or 81,000 :B'. Recalling that y'8Tþ0' :
900, the height of the epiphanic Jesus can be calculated to be 900 feet or (in the unit of athletic
measurement to which we have become accustomed)
"about three football fields," or 300 yards. (See
Figure 2,titled "Epiphany 8.")

III
Here we must digress long enough to assure pious
minds that there is nothing irreverent in establishing
such a close connection between two seemingly unconnected entities; e.g., Jesus and football. Vy'e can
do so by recalling that a few years ago Dr. Roberts,
until that time an itinerant evangelist, was granted

in the Methodist Church, clear
of the acquisition of an ecumenical

obtained by multiplying these numbers is 10,000,
inevitably calling to mind the "ten thousand times
ten thousand" of the heavenly host. The figure 900 is
the square of 30, which equals the number of years of
Jesus' life before the beginning of his public ministry. Most important of all: if we accept, as we must,
the fact that Jesus was born in the year, 4 s.c., we note
that Dr. Roberts's vision took place 1984 years after

Jesus' birth, and since "1984"

instituted against that otherwise dread day.

ordination
indication

mentality attuned to the relationship between divided
Christian bodies. Such a step inevitably leads one
even beyond Methodism (if the notion can be entertained at least for purposes of agrument) into the

is an Orwellian

number suggesting many disasters for the human
race, we can take the timing of the vision as a sure
sign that divine countermeasures are already being

IV
4. It would seem that our task is done. But we have
not yet adduced the most significant evidence of all,
having saved, after the manner of procedure at the
Canaanitic feast (cf. John 2:10), the best until the
last. For after all, what is mere mathematical and

" Catholic-Protestant relations

athletic evidence, when compared to biblical
in the light of our subject matter,
biblical corroboration would be more significant

Roberts would have studied the library plans of other

than mere secular reasoning.
We can arrive at persuasive biblical substantiation,

central ecumenical arena known as "ProtestantCatholic relations" (or, as Catholics like to say,

").
In building a library for his own university, Dr.

universities, Catholic

as well as

Protestant.

Confronting a large Jesus in a vision, Dr. Roberts's
mind would inevitably have recalled another large
Jesus, situated on the exterior facade ofthe library of

the University

of

Notre Dame, a

well-known

Catholic institution, which has a representation of
Jesus, many times life-size, both hands raised above
the head in an act of blessing. Because the figure is
clearly visible from the football stadium, it is known
to Notre Dame football fans as "Touchdown Jesus,"
since the upraised hands, while indicating divine
blessing to pious minds, also suggest, to minds
profaned by the things of this world, the pose of a
referee, hands raised over his head to indicate that six
points have just been scored. The sequence (large
Jesus * Notre Dame * football) is too obvious to
need further commentary.
Converging evidence from the sacred science of
numerology will quell any lingering skepticism about
the vision under discussion. The vision occurred at 7
p,m., and 7 is a very mystical number, referring both
to the seven gifts of the Spirit (cf. Isaiah I t:2, in the
Vulgate translation), and the seven deadly sins. The
vision occurred on May 25, the sum of whose two
digits is 7, avery mystical number, etc. (see above).
The vision occurred in 1980, the sum of whose digits
is 18, the sum of whose digits is 9, which is the square

of 3, the number for the Blessed Trinity, a celestial

fellowship in which Christians believe the epiphanic
Jesus shares.

The vision occurred on 5/25/80, and the product

l2

evidence? Surely

but we must do so indirectly, posing an initial
hypothesis about the state of Dr. Roberts's mind at
the moment of vision, which, if it proves to be
correct, will draw us yet closer to the truth.
Let us imagine Dr. Roberts at the point when his
calculations have indicated "300 yards" as the height

of the epiphanic Jesus. And let us hypothesize that at
this very delicate point in the operation he suffered a
momentary confusion over the most appropriate term
of measurement to be employed, choosing finally to
utilize a modern mode of measurement
i.e., yards
when, in faithfulness to Scripture, he-should have
employed
a biblical mode of measurement; i.e.,
cubits. Appropriately fixateel on the number "300,"
he should have concluded that rather than being 300
yards tall, the epiphanic Jesus was 300 cubits tall.

Let us observc how this helps to ensure the
credibility of the vision. It is well known that a cubit
equals two spans, or seven handbreadths, or 28
fingers, When we submit this incontestable data to a
computer, we arrive at the discovery that a cubit is
17.49 inches, or approximately 18 inches, Let us now
recall the ancient imagery of the early church which
described Jesus as the new o'ark of salvation," the
one sure refuge in the stormy sea of life. And when,
armed with this recollection, we turn back to the

book

of Genesis (cf. Gen. 6:14), and learn the

dimensions of the original, or Noahic, Ark, we make
a discovery of enormous significance.
The Noahic Ark, original symbol of salvation, was
300 cubits long, or, if stood on end, 300 eubits high
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Fig. 3. Comparative Heights of Washington Monument and Noah's Ark.
(Note t: The height of a 300-cubit epiphanic Jesus would be similor to the height of
a 300-cubit ørk, as explained in the text.)
(Note 2: The Woshington Monument is on the left, Noah's ørk on the rieht.)

(see Figure

3, titled

"Comparative Heights of

Washington Monument and Noah's Ark"). Thus if
we are correct that Dr. Roberts's momentary lapse
into a modern mode of measurement was simply an
understandable (and surely forgivable) human error,
and that when he thought the epiphanic Jesus was 300
yards high, the epiphanic Jesus was in fact 300 cubits
high, we arrive at an epiphanic Jesus exactly the same
height as the ark.
The symmetry of this equivalence between the old

ark of salvation and the new is too striking to be
coincidental. An epiphanic Jesus 300 cubits high is a
perfect modern salvatory analogue for an ark of the
same dimensions. It is too perfect not to be true, too
unexpected to have been of mere human devising.

V

As a further indication of the credibility of the
vision, we may employ the ancient "argument from
fitness." Let us take as a convenient norm for comparative measurement the Washington Monument,
which is 555 feet tall in modern measurement, 370
cubits tall in a biblical universe. And let us, for purposes of discussion, divide people into two classes or
categories, those (a) who are taller than the

Washington Monument, and those (b) who are

shorter than the Washington Monument.
We soon discover that we are not accustomed to
seeing people who are tsller than the Washington
l\4onument, as a 300-yard Jesus would elearly be (see
Figure 3). We are, on the other hand, quite used to
seeing people who are shorler than the Washington
Monument, and a 300-eubit Jesus fits easily within
such a field of reference (see Figure 3, Note 1). And

while we know that "with God all things

are

possible," as was said so well in Matthew l9:26, our
credibility is tested to the breaking point by reports
of a 300-yard Jesus, whereas a 300-cubit Jesus
belongs within that class of persons whose existence
we are more likely to accept without serious dispute.
If such an argument seems to diminish the stature
of Jesus simply to that of other persons, let it be
remembered that although he is in a class or category
in which the rest of us participate, there are still few

if any, of individuals who come even close
to a height of 300 cubits or 450 feet. So Dr. Roberts's
claim, if presented in cubits rather than feet, seems
more likely to be true than its contrary, but not so
likely as to be merely ordinary. At all events, with the
reduction of the height of the epiphanic Jesus from
900 feet to 450 feet, our difficulty in believing has
been reduced by exactly 50 per cent, a figure quite in
keeping with our conviction that a beneficient deity
would meet L¡s at least halfway along the road to our
making an act of faith.
One and only one small numerical problem
remains hovering over our entire exercise. It has to
do with the claim of item (a), noted at the beginning
of our discu'ssion, that there was, in faet, a vision at
all. The year of the vision, as we have already seen,
was 1980, Now if, once again applying f.he sacred
science of numerology, we multiply the number I x 9
instances,

x 8 x 0 (a

universally accepted method for

determining the likelihood-factor in any proffered
claim), the likelihood-factor at which we arrive by
this exercise is zero.
Back to the drawing board. .

.
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AMTRAK
Late November ridingfrom Boston to New York,
one library to the next, swaying past dry grøss in
clatter between dwellings in bright reading rooms.
Some pilgrim; if I could tell two stories up,
two stories back, who'd care? The wattled lady
ecross the aisle with Cosmopolitan? The levi'd girl,
caked with Clesrasil, letting her belly sog
since no boys are around?
Good stretches of silence moke good neighbors.
So I read, pray in my mind now and then, stqre
at the morning six hundred milesfrom home.
Swøy and clatter blur our outlines.

Riding to Fort lil'orth to college, it was better:
"Coffee! Hot asfire and black as night,
best coffee on the train! "
Was that his dharma, swaying
that great enameled pot, half-limping
sideways down the aisle and past pillows?
I never bought q cup, but I miss him.
Finally someone to look out the window
with, not pøst. His daughter put him on;
he won't give up troveling alone.
He hos exact change when I return with a sctndwich;
cannily qnd with dignity waits for a stop before
attempting the men's room. Seventy-four yeørs old,
a believer, migrating for the annual six months
with his brother in Florida; says he's had
a good li"fe. When I say I get off in New York,
he recølls his first time at Grand Central,
newlywed, in'28. As I leave I give him
my best handshake and wishfor some
"Frøgile. Handle
løbel to put near him
kindly." I should qsk -himfor one,
he's made it this far.
I pray a good deø\. For my wife ønd little boy at home,
myself, for the old mqn, for New York.
So I prøy as we øre slid into Penn Central,

for

beneath earth, like a chqin of dominoes slid
past other chains of dominoes.
Leaving custody of the røils I step
where millions have embørked or concluded.
But I am beginning to take hold; it is
familiør, it is our condition. Lugging suitcqses
we smile. There will be
s Gideon bihle in my room, ø section Jor "ChLtrches"
in the Yellow Pages.
Chrìs Willerton is on the faculty of the Department
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The Beggar's
Corner
..-.=È='-

"The truth was, thøt amazing tower I had labored on so cørefully was nothing
but pøper. Flimsy, thin paper, held together by children's glue. And ølthough
it seemed dizzying in height, I knew that the eyes of God saw it as ø frail blade
of grass, straining in self-importance against the earth's gravity""
By ÐAN MARTIN

f
I

want to tell you about an old man I know.
He sits at a street corner, and many times in my life
I have walked past that place. After the first time I
vowed never to be found there again, but wandering
down the streets and alleys of this city called life, I
sometimes forget where I am or where I am going,
Paying no heed to the street signs, I will wander
about, often not even realizing my own aimlessness.
More often than not I will eventually find myself at

the beggar's corner, listening to his

"I

non-sensical

tryin', Tryin' reai hard. Ya gotta give
me that. I really been tryin'. So how 'bout a quarter,
sonny. Just a quarter to help out an old rnan."
The first time we met I was a new Christian, still
pursued by the dark alleys of my mind. I feared a
terrible and unknown God who had the power to
make me suffer forever in the deepest pits of hell.
Monsters of death and disease r.vere always raising
their heads to scare me, chasing me from street to
street and building to building. Each new breeze

speech:

been

Dan Martin, ¿ì graduate of Âbilene Christian Utìiversity and Southern
Illinois Llniversity, is a fiee^lance writer and resides in Abilene, Texas.

carried danger, and like a weather vane in a storm my
direction changed with each contrary puff of wind.

Hurrying, trying to outrun my own thoughts, I
almost ran into him, He loomed before me like a
demon, huge, shutting off the light. "Been tryin' real
hard. Really been tryin'. Whyncha help a ol' fella
out. I been tryin'. You can see that. Just a quarter to
help a guy been down on his luck." Each word was
accompanied by a menacing jerk of the hand or
stomp of the foot. His voice was raspy, threatening.
The accumulated dirt and soot of the city made his
clothes black and his skin a greasy brown. Pieces of
filth hanging from his beard swung before my eyes as
his breath enveloped and suffocated me. I wanted to
escape, but his ambling pleas kept me as if I were in a
net. I listened to him with my head lowered, looking
at the cracked pavement, at his moldy boots, or at
some imaginary point down the street. I didn't dare
face him, for he lvas a threat.
He was a threat because I knew i might be held
eternally responsible for his soul. He was a sinner
going to hell and I was supposed to save him, for
what punishments awaited me if I didn't? And what

i5
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if I talked to him and he didn't respond? Wouldn't different, somehow. From my tower in the clouds he
that indicate that I myself didn't have the spirit of now seemed a cockroach, a pitiful and pitiable
God? Wouldn't failure cast doubts on my own creature, who didn't even have enough self-esteem to
practice personal hygiene. He needed my help,
salvation?
I was the victim of too many sermons on the desperately. "There but for the grace of God . . . ," f

second coming and the endless fires of hell. Fear was
the impetus for my actions and the counter-force that

froze those actions, preventing me from doing
anything. So I stood in front of the beggar and
listened; and after awhile I did the only thing I knew
to do. Turning from the whiskey-breathed monster
and tossing a five dollar bill at his feet, I ran from
that street corner as fast as I could. And I vowed
never to come back.

said to myself, put on my best soul-winning smile,
and being careful not to dirty my three-piece suit,
walked over to him.

"Hello." I introduced myself and told

what

from. "I know a person who can give
you what you want."
"How 'bout a cigarette?" he replied. "Ya got any
church

I

smokes?

was

"

"No, I'm afraid not. I couldn't be a servant of
Christ if I smoked. Do you believe in Christ? "
As I mentioned Christ, a look came over his face,

I did come back, but this time I knew I was a much
more mature Christian. No longer did I walk in dark
alleys, but travelled past well-lighted modern facades almost a smile. "Christ? Sure, sure I believe in Him.
on smooth streets of pavement. I now knew that S'done a lot for me. Yes sir, I try real hard, I really
Christianity was not a religion of fear, but one of try hard."
joy. It was a system that, if followed to the letter,
"Well, do you think Christ is happy with your life?"
would make a man healthy, wealthy, and wise. Many
"Naw, I guess not. Don't do too good, I admit it.
times I would see a person who did not have this BUT I try
try real hard. But you look like a good
wonderful secret and would exclaim, "There but for Christian. -Good Christian. When I first saw you, I
the grace of God go I." My life was a tower for knew there was a fine Christian young man.
everyone to see; a tower made from bricks of gold Someone who'd help an old man out that's been down
and silver which I built on every day. And one day, I on his luck. A quarter for some coffee, maybe, 6¡
"
knew, if I built it high enough, I would see God in all
"If I gave you money you'd just go spend it- on
his glory.
booze," I said. "But I have something better." And
My first encounter with the beggar had taught me a I launched into one of my memorized spiels.
lesson, and never would I be caught flat-footed
I told him about the love of Christ, the only right
again. I carried my Bible everywhere, and it was kind of baptism, how going to a church with an
marked with every evangelistic device known to man.
organ and beautiful stained-glass windows was
The thoughts of that book were divided into neat wrong, and, of course, those five easy steps that
little rows and columns for easy reference, and its would lead to a life just like mine. And he agreed
pages bore the weight of hundreds of systems with me. "Yes, sir. You're right. Yes, sir, I believe in
designed to point up error. I had been to evangelistic
Christ. He's done many wonderful things for me."
seminars, church growth workshops, and positive
Throughout all this sincere talk I still never looked
thinking classes. Success was stamped indelibly upon into the old man's eyes. I looked at his forehead or
my countenance.
the bridge of his nose. Long ago I had discovered
I never worried about my salvation now. I had the that that was a way to make people think you were
"Power" and the results to prove it. On the cover of looking into their eyes without really doing it.
my Bible were the notches of my Christianity, one for
After I finished I was confident that I would soon
each "soult' I had "saved," I was a sooooul-winner.
have another notch for my Bible. There seemed to be
My fears of hell were buried beneath layers of hope in his face. I brought my sales pitch to a roaring
indomitable happiness. I didn't try to scare people climax, then asked him, "So what do you need?"
into Christianity. No, I showed them how my life was
He looked at me, then dropped his head and
all blue skies and rainbows and how they could be looked away. "I . . . need ahome."
just like me in five easy steps. I pounded into them
I was quite surprised. "Home . . .?"
the wonderful good news of God's grace and their
'oI don't have no place to stay," he continued. "I
desperate need to accept the abundant life. Oh, I still
need help."
What could I say? "I
believed in hell, but that approach was a last resort
my house isn't very
only to be used on the most obstinate of listeners.
large." How could I get out of this? "I can call an
It was with a wealth of ready answers and shiny elder. Yes, we have a few beds at the church. If you'11
just give me a phone number our benevolence
absolutes that I found myself, much to my surprise,
years
at the same corner I hacl visited
ago. The beggar committee will ^ "
was still there, as tattered as ever, but he looked
"I don't have a phone number," he rasped, "I
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don't have a home. Don't you understand? I need a
home."
I was bewildered. This had never happened before.
He was not being converted to plan, "What was
wrong with me?" I asked myself. The answer came
back, "Nothing! It's not my fault." Suddenly I
became angry at this despicable creature who was
trying to pull my rug of comfort from beneath me.
"Look, mister," I said to him. "I didn't get you in
this mess. I'm trying to help you out, but I can't give
off the street free room and board."
His hope vanished, as if he had drawn too close to
a mirage and found it false. He said, very slowly and
very tiredly, "You ain't in this to help me, bud. You
every bum

just want to help yourself." And he walked away,
leaving me in my anger and confusion.

The truth of his statement didn't impress me at
first. I was determined that it wouldn't. After all,
what did he know? I was the Christian, wasn't I? I
couldn't allow myself to believe that a beggar from

the gutter knew something about me that I didn't.
But even though I wouldn't admit it, his words had
released a strange voice inside me, a voice that
babbled words I could not understand. Gradually it
invited in different voices, all equally strange. They
became a mumble, a thick forest that had no exit.
Only occassionally would one voice rise above the

others to sing a song of vague doubts and
accusations. Work on my tower to God slowed and
then stopped as I became more and more confused,
AII I could do was sit and look at myself and
daydream lazily about the stagnant edifice. Soon I
began to see it differently. I saw that the bricks
weren't made from gold and silver, nor even granite
or clay. The truth was, that amazing tower I had

labored on so carefully was nothing but paper.
Flimsy, thin paper, held together by children's glue.
And although it seemed dizzying in height, I knew
that the eyes of God saw it as a frail blade of grass,
straining in self-importance against the earth's
gravity. One day I took a match and started a flame
at its base. The paper tower flared up and was gone.
It burned so easily. How swiftly that labor of years

turned to ashes to settle at my f'eet.
I walked the streets of the city, passing from dark
to light, from crowded avenues to lonely back streets.
I didn't know where I was going, or wanted to go, so

to matter what path I took. Old fears
walked with me, but now without the disguise of hell
and damnation. What if I walked my life in vain?
V/hat if I died feeling that life was worthless? I found
myself wishing for the old, simple horrors of eternal

it didn't

seem

punishment.
Finally I admitted that the old man was right. I had

never tried

to help anyone, not for their
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do something for someone else? How could I do a
good deed that wasn't ultimately self-centered? And
what was Christianity? Was it a way to escape some
type of eternal punishment? Was it just another selfhelp system? Did it cover wounds in one's soul with a
dressing of platitudes that never penetrated enough
to heal? Or was it something else that I had not seen?
I didn't know the answers, and I was vulnerable. To
protect myself I built up a shell of cynicism. I began
to see the world as I saw myself, hoping to make
misery bearable by inviting company.
Once again, I found myself approaching the

familiar street corner. As ever, the old man

was

there, lurking like a fish in dark waters, waiting for
his prey to swim by. I didn't want to talk to him; I
didn't even want to notice him. I lowered my head
and hurried my step.

Walking past him, I couldn't help listening. "I
tryin', mister, ya gotta see I been tryin'. So how
'bout a quarter, bud. You can see I been tryin'."
Suddenly I turned to this thorn in the flesh.
"You been tryin'," I cried, advancing on him.
"You been tryin' to do what? Drive me crazy?" He
was so stunned that his mouth moved but no words
came out. I took another step toward him, not
been

knowing what I would do.
"Mister," he stammered, "mister, I
" He
could do nothing but look at me, and I looked back.
And for the first time I looked into his eyes, actually
looked at what was in those eyes, at what he was.
I saw a tiny child, innocent and naive, bewildered
by the tattered, dirty garments of adult failure. I saw
a child still wondering why and how everything had
gone wrong. And as I looked, I realized that there
was a child like that in me, and that he saw it.

We stood there for a long time looking at each
other. The more I looked at him the more I realized
that he really had been "tryin'." Finally he lowered
his head, not to avoid me, but perhaps out of
weariness.

"Go on," he said quietly, "go on. I'm tired of
begging, So tired, so tired.

"I

"

know," tr said, sitting down beside him. "I'm
tired, too. Say, bud. ls there anything I can clo for
you?

"

He looked at me. "You don't even know who I
am.tt

"I think I do," I replied, and tears rolled out of
my eyes, carrying away bitterness and cynicism to
evaporate in the night air.

"I

think I know who you are. And I know who I

am.tt

"Who?"
"Just a beggar on a street corner."

sake.

Everything I had done was for me. But how could I

-/t4l$Ë
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Editor's Note: Heølth Tølents Internatìonal, Inc., was J'ormed to øssist people who wish to
preach and heel in the service of Jesus Christ. HTI currently operøtes ø clinic in the jungle
of a developing nøtion where people work døily to demonstrate the sume kind of
cornpøssion Christ showed far bath the physical and spiritual needs of men. Robert T.
Clørk, M.D., is Dìrector of Medicøl Services øt the clinic and each month writes a
newsletter, "Tales from the Booníe Stomper," designed to acquøint American Christians
with this work. Mission Journal ís pleased to publish the report as ø regulør, semi-monthly
feøture, beginnìng with this íssue.

TFIE
"Over on the wall was an 8" tarantula crawling towørd Donna. He had a big red
body and great big velvety hairy legs thøt would easily have covered a dinner
pløte, Fortunately our girls are tough pioneer stock. I said, 'DonnA, just keep
still but the biggest tørantula in the world is going ta crøwl up your leg in about
two seconds.' Well, Donna's feet must have smelled bad because he crawled over
hers and made a bee-line for Ellie's leg. All of a sudden this sandal went flying
over the tøble and right behind it came a black, multi-legged J"lying saucer. Ellie
never batted un eye but kept right an working."
By ROBERT T. CLARK, M.D.

ell, we finally opened the clinic
- not that it
was too hard to open as it was already open to
the world: no roof, no windows, and no doors. The
staff are sporting wide-brimmed sombreros, not so
much to keep off the sun as to protect against all
those parrots that like to fly over the clinic: they
never miss.

We tried to have a very quiet, secret opening
didn't want to have too many
patients right off. The reason for this is the old
"catch-ZL"; you can't see patients efficiently unless
because we really

you work out the bugs in your system and you can't
elo that until you are functioning. Thus we wanted to
open very quietly and see a few patients daily as we
worked out some bugs. Well, we did pretty
good-the first day nobody came and we were very
encouraged, the second three came, and the third
l8

fifty, and now that

is a light day.

We have managed to work out some bugs though.
So far we have worked out four tarantulas, fourteen
scorpions, 981 roaches, and 1,342,876 army ants.
You have to understand that all we have dorvn here
now is a small outpatient clinic designed to see a
limited numbffi of patients in the morning after

which our staff is to make home visits in the
afternoons. Well, this routine Iasted three days
before we had overnighfers on the floor, exam tables,
and the benches outside.
To give you a feel for what is going on down here I
thought I would describe a typieal forty-eight hour

stretch. The cast of characters and the background
are as follows: the clinic is being run by three nurses:
Donna Finto, the clinic coordinator, Diane Nelson,
our mainstay nurse, and Ellie Evans, our nurse-

midwife and a nurse-practioner. Donna and Diane
take every other night call and Ellie serves as the
backup. These ladies are all backed up by Billy
Copeland and Steve Sherman, our evangelists, and
by our stalwart medical technologist Jon Jernigan.
Barbara Thompson meantime is conducting our
community public health survey. Back in the big city,
I'm ye ole intern who has call in the hospital every
third night, am at home every third night, and am at
our jungle clinic every third night. The clinic is sixtytwo kilometers away.
Well, our story began on a Vy'ednesday that for all
practical purposes was a Monday. It was gray, hot,
and humid, and nobody could even get out of bed on
the right side. Now getting out of bed has to be taken
with a grain of salt or should I say dirt. Ellie and

in a little thatch-roofed hut with a dirt
floor (the owner laid fresh dirt down before they

Diane live

moved in, however). Their bãno is out in the bushes
and they live on the main street near the Bar Monte
Rico. After a very good night's rest with noises in the
street, at the bar, in the bushes, and in the thatch,
they stumbled into intake. (We start the clinic day at

7 a.m. with a devotional and a signing off of the
watch while patients are being signed in.) After
intaking about ten cups of coffee they each managed

to get one eye open to face the onslaught.
As the nurses stumbled out of intake they tripped
over this little old Indian lady who was stretched out
taking her last breath. She had a bad pneumonia and
severe bronchial spasms, so they hauled her into the

clinic and started pumping in antibiotics,
aminophylline, etc. In a few hours she was

remarkably better. Meanwhile, those other patients
had been piling up, and they were all sick, too. In my
practice in the States it only took one really sick
person to blow my whole day but here they are all
that way. With the little Indian lady in intensive care
and about five others that should have been, the
nurses still saw more critically ill people in one half
day than the usual practice sees in a year in the
States. The girls handled everything from
malnutrition to anemia, pneumonia, UTI, malaria,
leishmaniasis, syphilis, TB, OB&cYN, etc. They
were so busy and going so hard they didn't eat all
day. In fact they didn't even take time to hit the
bãno, except for Donna who was in such a hurry that
she caught herself mixing meds on the John. She then

decided that it was time to slow down!

in the big city at the National
was having a most delightful day: I

Meanwhile back

Hospital

I

couldn't make my spanish lather, there was no r,\'ater,
no electricity, and no coffee, and I needed twenty-five
cups. Vy'e interns don't usually get called to the DR
unless there are problems. That is Bertha's domain.
But on this fateful day we had a VIP, the wife of the

mayor of a little pueblo down the road who wanted a
doctor to deliver her. And you know who got elected.
They are pretty casual here so the lady just walked up
in her street clothes, got on the table, pulled up her
dress, and was ready to have her baby-no gowns, no
wash, no prep. I hadn't been to a VIP delivery before
so I wasn't sure what they would do differently, but I
had old trusty Bertha at my side to lead me down the

proper paths. The delivery tables are really

tables-no stirrups. It's kind of like having a baby on
your dining room table with all the folks home from
church to watch. Well, this was a primip and a smallboned lady, but she was doing pretty well. She had a
nice yellow print dress on and brown shoes and a
brown purse which was on the table, too.
The baby's head began to crown nicely and

I was
just debating about whether or not to do an
episiotomy when all of a sudden another nurse burst
through the door shouting, "AYEEEE." Bertha
then shouted, "YIPEEEEE," and before I could do
or say anything, they both (Bertha is a little smaller
than my horse) jumped onto the table landing on
their knees on each side of the patient. One nurse
commenced to squash the patient's belly to her
spinous processes, pumping up and down at a rate of
two per second, while Bertha gave the fundus a greal
big shove, Out squirted the baby completely over my

"We wanted to open very quietly and see u
few pøtients daíly ãs we worked out some
bugs. Well, we díd pretty good*the first
day nobody came and we were very
encouraged, the second three cøme, and the
thírdfifty, and now that is a light day."
hands, landing two feet away hanging by her toes
over the edge of the delivery table. The only thing I
did was save the baby from falling over on the floor.
Meanwhile Bertha jumped off the table and yanked
out the placenta while the other nurse squashed the
uterus" Nothing like teamwork! All this took about
three seconds.

After that I hopped on my "moto" and headed for
our clinic, thinking things had to be better out
there. I arrived about 4 p,m. and there were still
fifteen patients to be seen. Ellie had her intensive care
ward full, but under control, and no one had eaten or
sat down since they had decided not to mix meds on
the john any more. We were all in a very "great"
mood, We had finally run off our last patient about
6:30 when in walked our first OB. Since this was to
be our firsi delivery everyone wanted to stay and
help. We hadn't done one before and we needed to
know what kind of bugs were in our OB system. Our
for this they
OB program costs twenty-five bucks

-
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get all their meds, antepartum care, delivery, and
postpartum care. Not bad. This little lady was a
primip who had just signed up for our OB program.
There is nothing more exciting than to have had a day
like ours and then be faced with a primip at 5cm at 7
p.m. Well, we started getting our gear together and
the room prepped. We also ordered out to thePizza

Hut for some black beans.
Things were going along pretty well when all of a
p.m., we lost fetal heart tones. She
sudden, about

ll

was fully dilated and just starting to crown a little,
and although we were closely monitoring her, this
was a complete surprise. At first we thought we just

"Ellie and Díane live ín a l¡ttle thatch-roofed
hut with a dírt floor (the owner laíd fresh
dirt down before they moved ìn, however)."
couldn't hear them, but we knew something bad was
going on. We weren't in any fashion set up to do
sections, but we did have forceps, so we broke them
out as fast as possible to get the baby out of there.
Donna was desperately trying to get heart tones and
Ellie was trying to talk to the mother, explaining what
was going on, while Diane was assisting me. Of
course, of all times, I had trouble getting the forceps
on! This is done by feel and I naturally let my eyes
wander around the room while trying to fit them.
Over on the wall just behind Donna was a bug we

hadn't gotten out
an 8" tarantula crawling down
toward Donna. He-had a big red body and great big
velvety hairy legs that would easily have covered a
dinner plate. Fortunately our girls are tough pioneer
stock. I said, "Donna, just keep still but the biggest
tarantula in the world is going to crawl up your leg in
about two seconds." (Donna had on a loose pair of
greens stolen from Nashville General and sandals.)
Well, Donna's feet must have smelled bad because he
crawled over hers and made a bee-line for Ellie's leg.
All of a sudden this sandal went flying over the table
and right behind it came a black multilegged flying

saucer. Ellie never batted an eye

but kept right

on working.
We didn't see where the tarantula went as we were

too busy trying to

resusitate the baby to care.
Unfortunately, she was stillborn and all efforts
failed. The baby was dysmature with one abnormal
ear and abnormal hands. The clysmaturity can in
large part be prevented through þood prenatal care.
One tough question that we face here is how strong to
make our ef forts. With our knowledge and
equipment we can pull through many babies who
would usually not make it, but a lot of these are
abnormal and would put an impossible burden on the
parents, family, and the community. Vy'e can't play
20

God, of course, so we leave this to Him and try to do
our best. Our night settled down about 3 a.m. and we
all just collapsed on the exam tables. We still hadn't
found the tarantula, but now everyone knows why I
wear boots during deliveries.
We rested a couple of hours and at 5 a.m. i had to
head back to the big city and be an intern again.
Amazingly, everyone else was up and ready to go also
at five, even after the sad loss of our first OB and the
physical and emotional exhaustion of the staff. Upon

arriving at work I promptly made rounds. (I'm
working on male medicine this month.) There were
two patients, both in their twenties, who had been
admitted during the night for colic. Each had 106
temp, stiff neck, and was convulsing. As I had never
seen colic do that before, I tapped them both and got
back purulent material. I started IVs and meds but
was too late and both died that afternoon.

I also found four kids on the peds ward having
seizures from what was probably electrolyte
imbalances and improper treatment. Thus started my

. . .Meanwhile, back at the ranch, fifty more
patients were at the clinic door by 6 a.m, The lady
day.

who had been in intensive care walked out, but

leading the pack of new patients coming in was a
young mother of six not breathing. Ellie examined
her and found just a few weak breath sounds in the
upper lobes only. She had a fever and her entire left
chest was dull to percussion. Diane broke away from

clinic to help Ellie while Donna continued to see the
clinic patients. So while I was doing LP's in the big
city, Ellie and Diane were doing thoracentisis on the
ranch. They got back a bunch of yellow pus, and as
the patient couldn't breathe they correctly decided a

"Now íf øny of you were wonder¡ng
needed any help down here. . .

."

if

we

chest tube was in order "inmediatamente." Well, we

didn't have any chest tubes, but Diane can always
come up with something and gerry-rig it to

* besides, Foley drainage tubes are sterile. Jon
Jernigan fixed a water seal out of his lab stuff and
they took over 2t/z liters of pus from the empyema,
literally saving the mother's life.
Night time came and after another full day of heavy
medicine the clinic crew were tirecl out of their minds,
but they still had the lady \,r,ith the tube. Then they
remembered the ole intern slaving away on duty in
the big city. So they rounded up Billy Copeland (he
had the only running vehicle) and put the patienf in
his pickup and headed for town.
Meanwhile, I hadn't sat down all day or eaten and
work

I was tired out of my mind. lr4y attitude left
I was called to see a

something to be desired when

JULY,1981

lady with colic. About that time another patient came
in needing stitches followed by another convulsing.

Then, in walked Diane with her smiling face and
bedraggled Billy Copeland, carrying the little mother
of six with the Foley chest tube. Just made my day!

Now that, honestly, is just thirty-six hours worth,
but Doris has been getting on me about the length of
the "Boonie Stomper," so I'll leave the final twelve

hours

for next time. Now if any of you were

wondering if we needed any help down here. . .

.

by Bobbie Lee Holley

Contrasting Assessments of the Electronic Church
Ben Armstrong. The Electric Church. New York:
Thomas Nelson Publishers, Inc., 1979. l92pp. $4.95
paper.

Virginia Owens. The Total Image or Selling Jesus in

the Modern Age. Grand Rapids: William

B.

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1980. 97pp. $4.95
paper.

By GARY BURKE

fI

hese

two books dealing with religion and

mass

communication offer striking contrasts in almost every
respect, but above all in their authors' attitudes toward this
expanding movement. Armstrong writes as an insider doing
a sympathetic self-evaluation of evangelical Christianity on
radio and television. He even credits himself with being the
father of the concept of an electric church. Owens speaks as

an outsider, peering in with distrust.

Because their

approaches and assessments are so different, a review of
these two books offers an excellent opportunity to come to
grips with this influential phenomenon.

Armstrong
Ben Armstrong is eminently qualified to produce a major
work on The Electric Church. For more than two decades
he has been deeply involved in religious broadcasting. An
ordained United Presbyterian minister, he received his
theological education at Princeton and Union Seminaries
but in 1967 completed his Ph.D. in mass communication at

New York University. After serving churches in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, in 1958 Armstrong became

director

of radio for

Trans World Radio, an

overseas

Christian broadcasting network. For almost a decade he
spent much of his time out of the country in the interest of
radio as a foreign missions tool. Since 1978 he has been
Gary Burke is Associate Professo¡ in the Department of Religion, Eastern
New Mexico University, Portales, and Associate Director of the Church of
Christ Bible Chair at ENMU.

director of National Religious Broadcasters, an arm of the
national Association of Evangelicals.
The Electric Church is a factual presentation of the
history of religious uses of the broadcast media since its
inception on KDKA, Pittsburg, in January, 1921, just two
months to the day from the birth of public radio itself in
this country. The book is heavily weighted toward activity
in the United States, but his years overseas have given
Armstrong the material for an excellent chapter on foreign
religious broadcasting.
Armstrong begins by offering preliminary answers to
growing criticisms of the way evangelical Christianity is
presenting itself over the electronic media. Because of his
close ties with NRB, it might be expected that Armstrong
would write primarily as a defender of his craft, and indeed
he does. To his credit, though, the book is characterized
more by factual presentation, and where he does engage in
apologetic, he usually presents ample evidence to support
his points.
Chapters two through five detail the fascinating story of
the growth and expansion of religious radio. Especially

in fact throughout the book, Armstrong
concentrates almost exclusively on evangelicals. This
unfortunate slighting of those from the other end of the
theological spectrum seems to be due in part to his
here, but

He is interested in defending
evangelical broadcasters against their critics, so this is
apologetic purpose.

where he concentrates his efforts.
The next three chapters focus on television. The story

of

the TV superstars, most of wh'om are still on the air, is
presented, but some energy is also expended on religious
TV stations. Never far below the surface is Armstrong's
defense of these uses of this medium, especially because of
the positive effect they have had on church growth in their
home communities.
In chapters nine through eleven Armstrong meets directly

the major criticisms of current evangelical programming.
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All of the charges

c{o not involve finances, but many of
them do, ancl he has much evidence to answer them. In the
last two or threc years a great deal of attention has been
given to sotne proposed legal challenges to Christians'

access to radio and television, but Armstrong concludes
that these have appeared more serious than they in fact
were.

One

of the most interesting and at the sarne

time
credibility-stretching chapters is the last. 'lhere, under the
heading of "Coming Attractions" Armstrong lays out the
great opportunities for world evangelism through satellite
communications. Since any one satellite can reach a third
of the earth at a time , it seemecl natural for Armstrong lo
speculate that the thlee angels of l{evelation 14 may be
apocalyptic symbols for three Christian satellites which will
have the potential of blanketing the entire ealth with the
message of Jesus, This is a most creative, if not increclible,
way of suggesting that we are in the last few years before
the second coming.
The book concludes with the notes and three appencìices
having to clo with policies and awards of the NRll. Due to

the factual natul'e of Armstrong's presentation, it

is

unfortunate that he did not provide us with an index.

While Armstrong's trook is in part a defense of the
electric church, The Total Image ts a major statemeut of
some of the concerns Armstrong tries to address. Virginia
Owens brings no special credentials to her task, but as a
lÌeelance author for Christian magazines she writes in
appealing style. Her Iiterary skills overshadow her content.
With Armsl.rong, just the opposite is true. 'llhe book is
replete with one-liners. In def'ense of liturgy in the church
she quips, "lt is eternal lif'e we crave , not reruns, " or again,
church cannot administer

sacraments.

"

To

oppose the false intimacy l'ostered by the media she asks,
"Did anyone point out that there is no such thing as a Radio

Church, that theologically it is a contradiction in terms?"
Again she asks, "Has no one noticed that communication
is a matter of sound and communion of silence?"
Owens gets off to a slow start, and the reader is given
little indication of hel true intention. This is possibly by
clesign, for it is the impression she creates that her rnain
concern is the electric church that keeps one reading on. In
reality, the book is a defense of the traditional conce¡:t of
the church militant, assembled in worship" The Christian
uses of'the broadcast ïrcclia are rncrcly the chicf, but not
the only, challenges she sees to congregational Christianity.
For this reason the last chapter is by far the lrest part of
the book. 'fhere Owens drops the guise of being primarily
interested in the electric church. ln the s¡ririt of þ-rancis
Schaeffer, but without rcference to him, sl.re offers sonic
keen critiques of and insights into our modern r.vorld ancl
the Christian response lo it.
Þ'or our puÌposes here, however, what slre says about
Christianity and the electronic media is more to the point.
C)wens begins by elecrying the culrent f rend am{rng

Christians to imitate the non-Christian world and "treat
them at their own game ." "'If the devil can use these means
to seduce men's souls,' they say, 'why can't we use l.hem for
his salvation?"' Of' cou¡sc, by "lhesc me¿lns" she uricler"))

to the effect of the rnass
media on Christians. We are led to believe that what is
broadcast has a higher claim to reality than our own
experiences, This seductive notion not olìly leaves us in
danger of being manipulated but also of being tempted,
ourselves, to manipuiate through the electronic media.
C)wens next takes a swipe at image advertising. Secular
media specialists use it to sell theil products, and Christiar.rs
have imitated them. 'lhe problem is that Jesus iras been

found to be a non-marketable item, so what Christians
hawk is a lifestyle. Tlagically the lifestyle bears more
resemblance

to that of the talk

show hosts

or

guest

celebrities than the Galilean carpenter, "whose own
seminar on happiness elevated the mourning meek rather
than the sniling success." What does it have to say to the
wife of an alcoholic or an old maid nearing senility or the
migrant worker? Christians "are universally pictured as
successful, svelte, and integrated . . . 'lhe meek, the misfil,
the poor in spilit, tlre suffering servant are not allowed
inside the picture."

In her chapter on "'Ihe

Grotesque (ìospel," Owens

.
is always out of place,
incongruous, extravagant, not pretty, unpackageable,
unrnanageable, grotesque." The only type of religious
programming that can make it on television has to look
contends that "tìhe Gospel

Owens

"A radio

stands radio and television.
The emphasis is then shifted

so mucl.r like its secular corrsin that

it will

be watched only

until its spiritual content is perceived. Ilut much ol'what is
real cannot be mediated, ancl it is ¡rrecisely with these
intangibles that Christianity is most concerned.
At this point our critic launches into what appears to be a
digression, which, in rcality, displays her tlue colors. Hele

her

argumenl. begins to wear thin. She makes an
impassioned apology f'or the local church, and media
religion is merely the convenient whipping boy, In fact,

Owens is cautious about all para-church organizations, anything that seeks to supplement standard congregational
worship. This even includes weekencl retreats and the ¡rro-

liferation of Christian books.

While admitting that the rise of thesc

extra-

congregational leligious expressions is to be aocounted for
in part by the seeming dullness of lepeated congregational

o'In

"føct, ûwens is cauttous about all paraekureh ûrgßnír"ßÍtüns, ünytitíng thøt seeks lú
sÈÅp p Í€ Ê'pßüÊut s t wrz da¿r d ü ú N g y eg {¿tËa n æl w o r s lrtp
"
This evew i.mclwdes weekend retre{¿ts $ftd tlße
prolf.J'erøtiw tf Çhristism b o o ks " "
worship, her only soluticln is resignation. llecause
something happens in chr¡rch that is vital ancl found
nowhere else, Chlistians ought 1.o be resigned to it and quit
seeking the nnvelty that para-churcli activities offer. After
all, "the chief end of man is still to glorify God, despite his
current designation as a consumer. "

Owens' final assault on mecliatecl religion runs into n<l
less difficulties. Can the electronic rneciia tre "baptized"

into Chrisfian service, or are they so incompatible with
authentic Christianity that they must be wholly rejectecl?
I-ler a¡iswer try now is obvious. Because we are presenting a

JUI.Y,IqBI

person rather than thc image ol a person, mass media
techniques will not do. Since mass media must appeal to a
diverse audience, the message must be sirn¡rlified and
condensed. This superficiality produces a distorted
impression. In fact, Cl.rristians speak ol meeting inclividual
needs; yct tcchniqucs can only nìeel mass needs.

Here Owens by implication seems to rule out even a
Sunday morning sermon delivered to a large, diverse
audience. Carried to its logical conclusion all formal liturgy
would be eliminated, because it treats everyone alike . Yet
authentic religious experience for her carl occur only in the
presence of the sacraments. Iìer dilemma is a real one. One
wonders by what kind of logic stereotyped sacrameutal
worship rneets individual needs, but retreals ancl religious
literature
indeed Christian uses of radio and television
do not.

-

-

Judging the Debate
Perhaps the best way to judge the straw debate between
Owens and Armstrong is to nlatch what the two write about
the same indictments of the electric church. Armstrong
responds to many of these in a chapter devoted entirely to
that purpose, but Owens raises other questious too. The
most striking contrast in perspective is seeu in the two

writers' assessment

of radio and

television as tools for

evangelism. Since she sees saving knowledge as knowledge
of a person rather than of data, Owens believes thal ouly by
personal contact with one who knows Jesus Christ can this

saving knowledge be communicated. Evangelism should
not be left up to the communications experts.
,{rmstrong takes an opposite position'

I

believe that God has raised

up this powelful

technology of radio and television expressly to reach
every rnan, woman, boy, and girl on earth with the
even more powerl'ul message of the gospel.
I sincerely believe that this is the task for which Cod
has brought the electric church into being, to carry
out the next step in His master plan.
These two statements at the beginning and enrl of The
Electric Church sum up in bold stroke all that Armstlong
writes between them. Black is black and white is white, and
there is no middle ground between the two authors' positions.
Related to tl.ris is their view of whether Jesus would have
used television, had he ttre opportunity. Owens follows
Malcolm Muggeridge with a resounding "no." Armstrong
is just as insistent on the other side: "Once itr awhile a
pastor will ask me witl't utter sincerity, 'Would Jesus go on
television?' My immecliate and enthusiastic answer is 'Yes!
In fact He is the coming attraction. ' ' '
Because of her theological loyalty to the congregational
life of the church, somc of Owens' deepest suspicions relate

to the effect of the

electric church on the traditional
church. Others have sounded the alarm in the area of
money, and our own critic does not miss an opportunity
here either. She charges that the electric cliurch "f'lagrautly
competes for the Christian ecclesiastical dollar . . . . To the
media religious leaders evely dollar saved from the offering
plate is a dollar earned for the next blitz."
Here Owens glibly assumes that there are a finite number
of dollars which religious people will spend for their faith.

Arrnstrong counters this assurnption by referling to
research which sees a close correlalion between spiril.ual

comrnittment and how rnuch people witl give. It should
follow, he argues, that to the extent the electric church
augments the viewers' commitment, the church itself
should benefit from greater giving. At this point it is

"For Armstrong, televísion recaptures a
misssíng feature oJ'early Christian worship:
nln the electríc church, ãs

in the New

llestørnent times, worshìp once egeün takes
pløce ín the home" The speaker ís the guest,
ss wãs the øpostle Pøul who trøveled to
people's |îomes,' "
because shows not sponsored
by established churches like Oral Roberts, the 700 Club and
the Pl'L, Club culrently do attract megabucks.

difficuit to tell who is right,

Of just as great a

attenclance. Certainly

is the effect on church
the large number of mainlinc

concern

chr¡rches r'vhich aunually devote many millions to ladio and
television unclermines the validity of this concern. In fact,
Armstrong goes to great lengths to document example after
example of churches that have been built up because oî

their use of the broadcast media. One of the nationally
most visible ones is Jelry Falwell's Thomas Road Baptist
Church in L,ynchbulg, Virginia, but other examples are

legion.
Armstrong does
Where Owens may have a point
- isand
those pl'ograms not
not take adequate accoullt of them
sponsored by establishecl churches. Owens believes {hat she
has cletected an anti-church bias on them. While she may be
over-generalizing here, in this area the vote is slill ottt'
One of the sharpest clashes of' opiniotr arises over what
Owens refers to as the "fälse intimacy" created especially

on television. For all its orchestrated sense of "being
there," the tube can only create an im¡rlession. Real

intirnacy and especially worship require personal presence.
For Armstrong, though, television "restores face-to-face
communication. It erases the chasms of time and place."
"Unction can be transmitted," and Rex Humbard was one
of the first to do it when he televised a communion service
and invited his viewers to participate in it at home. Actually
this type of experiencc recaptures a missing feature of early

Christian worship:

"ln the

electric chulch, as

in

New

Testament times, worship once again takes place in the
home. The speaker is the guest, as was the apostle Paul who
traveled to people's i'ron1cs. "
While Armstrong is to be credited wit"h an ingenious
attempt tcl ledefine corporate worshi¡r, Owens musf be
granted the point,
To whorn, lhough, arc we to award the debate? Orvens
scored several points, but they were generally wide of the
mark of the electl'ic church, since her concern is much
broader. Armstrong is too close to the electric churcl.r to
possess sufficient objectivity. Nevertheless, through ltis
rosy picture we can still see a technology which, when used
properly, can be effective in leaching the saved and lost
alike. To answer Owens' question, can the electro¡ric nreclia

"be 'baptized' and made a faithful servant of
Kingdom," the decision clearly rnust be scored in
affirrnative. "

-
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..EXEGETICAL EXERCISE''

God told Noah to build an ark. He said,
"Use gopher wood." God didn't want
Noah to use oak or pine or ash. Gopher
wood was a test of Noah's faith.
Imagine how difficult it was for Noah to
find enough gopher wood to build an
ark. How would you like to have to find
enough gopher wood to build an ark?
Everyone knows the quality of gopher
wood for ships
else would
- nothing
work quite so well.
So Noah built a
good ship that could withstand the
storm. And God saved Noah and his

